
 

A few parents have asked me recently about educational materials (toys and games) at 
home, and there are some tried-and-true preschool staples that I’d love to share here. 
Along the way, consider the adage “An active toy begets a passive child; a passive toy 
begets an active child.” If the toy is doing the work, the child receives stimulation but is 
cognitively disengaged. If the toy requires the child to do the work, that’s when the child’s 
cognitive machinery kicks in. Passive toys are items like blocks, train tracks, magna tiles, 
playdo – where the child must give the materials meaning and form; active toys would 
usually have batteries, noises, lights, and preform actions on their own, leaving the child as 
the observer.  
 
That being said, here’s some winners in my bucket:  

  

• Snail Pace Race: This is a perfect starter board game. It is a dice game that relies on 
colors instead of numbers so children can join the fun before they’ve learned to count or 
recognize numbers. As a result, the game isolates the skill of “one-to-one 
correspondence”, in which a child moves a snail forward one square at a time for each 
color that is rolled. This is a foundational math skill that will be built on in later years 
(“two” is only “two” if you know it means two ones). Like all board games, it is also a 
good chance for children to practice turn-taking.  

  

• UNO and Set Jr: Both games build children’s executive function capacities by making 
them consider competing qualities of the cards: in UNO a card can be called on for it’s 
color or it’s number; in Set Jr a card can be called on for it’s color or it’s shape or it’s 
quantity. The skill here is referred to as “cognitive flexibility”, in that children must 
flexibly shift their attention between the various qualities of the cards. Two- and three-
year-olds master their colors, numbers, and shapes as isolated qualities; these games 
bring them to the next step of toggling back and forth between those qualities in the 
same object.  

  

• Unit Blocks: My all-time favorite preschool toy. This is a bedroom-sized set offered by 
Melissa and Doug; each of our Gan classrooms have full sets of these blocks. These 
are fantastic for their creative potential – the most passive of toys begets the most 
active of children – and for their built-in mathematical properties. The “unit” from the title 
is the basic rectangular block, which sets the mathematical standard (the unit) for the 
rest of the set: the unit is half as tall and twice as long as it is wide. Half-unit blocks 
combine to form one unit; double-units are twice as long as units; right triangles 
combine to create half-units; ramps combine to create units; and so forth. By building 



 

with the blocks, children are introduced to the concepts of fractions and parts of a whole 
as well as symmetry and geometry.  

  

• Cuisinaire rods: Like unit blocks, they are designed with mathematical principles in 
mind. Each color corresponds to a number: the smallest white blocks are one unit long; 
the red blocks are two units long; and so forth until the longest orange block which is ten 
units long. These blocks introduce children to early “number sentences”: a white block 
(“one”) and a blue block (“nine”) combine to match the length of an orange block (“ten”), 
replicating the math sentence of 1+9=10 in a tactile manner.  

 

Aside from toys, one learning-at-home tip I’m always giving parents is a 

“literacy bucket”. This is a small jar (in our house, we use an old glass jam 

jar cleaned out) with some crayons and pencils along with a small stash of 

stationary (we keep note cards, sticky notes, and a small journal), placed 

prominently in a high-traffic area for your children, typically on the kitchen 

counter.   

You’ll notice in our classrooms you won’t see letter- or ditto-worksheets; this is because our 
approach to writing is that it has to be learned in context. Writing needs to matter to children 
for them to want to pick up a crayon and start scribbling/writing. So, at home you can 
model, at times in an exaggerated/theatrical fashion, how you use pragmatic writing. We 
will use our literacy bucket to create to-do lists at the beginning of the weekend, shopping 
lists before going to the grocery store, personal notes to tuck into lunchboxes, and on. 
Gradually, preschool-aged children will mimic their parents behavior and grab the writing 
utensils themselves. One of the principles around this was discussed in last month’s 
evening workshop on learning and curriculum: we treat all children as authors with 
communicative intent. Even before your child is making letter-like shapes you can be asking 
them, “What does your note say?” or “Want to jot that down so we remember?” Through 
practice and repetition, and modeling by you, the child’s scribbles will gradually turn to 
letter-like shapes and eventually recognizable words.  
 
Shabbat shalom,  
 
Noah  

 

  


